HashRace Terms & Conditions
To reward miners for contributing to our Pool, we’re launching a bonus hashrate promotion
called the HashRace. The bonus that miners receive correlates with how much hashrate they
direct to our pool during the HashRace.

Overview
The HashRace lasts 180 days in total and is split into an accumulation period (October 21, 2019 January 20, 2020) and a post-accumulation period (January 21, 2020 - April 19, 2020).
The accumulation period is an opportunity for miners to maximise their potential hashrate
bonus over 90 days period. The more the hashrate a miner directs to our pool during this
period, the bigger the bonus they will accrue.
The post-accumulation period is an opportunity for miners to receive their accrued bonus for
an additional 90 days period. To do this, they must keep their hashrate contribution
consistent during that time period.

Accumulation period
The HashRace Bonus
For every 500 TH/s a miner contributes to our pool, Bitcoin.com will reward them with a
HashRace Bonus of 7.5 TH/s. Miners will receive the HashRace Bonus in increments over a 90
days accumulation period as follows:

Timeline

Bonus payout

Amount per 500 TH/s in

0 - 30 days

0%

0

30 - 60 days

33.3%

2.5 TH/s

60 - 90 days

66.6%

5 TH/s

90 - 180 days

100%

7.5 TH/s

HashRace Leaderboard Bonus
Miners who contribute the most hashrate will also have the chance to earn an additional
HashRace Leaderboard Bonus and appear on our public top 10 leaderboard. These miners will
receive a bonus of up to 10 TH/s for every 500 TH/s they contribute to our pool. This will be
received in increments over a 90 days accumulation period:

Timeline

Bonus payout

Amount per 500 TH/s in

0 - 30 days

0%

0

30 - 60 days

33.3%

3.3 TH/s

60 - 90 days

66.6%

6.6 TH/s

90 - 180 days

100%

10 TH/s

Post-accumulation period
After the accumulation period, miners can continue to receive some or all of their HashRace
Bonus or HashRace Leaderboard Bonus throughout a post-accumulation period of 90 days:
●

Miners who continue to contribute 50% or more of their average hashrate from the
accumulation period to the Bitcoin.com pool on a daily basis will receive 100% of their
hashrate bonus.

●

If a miner’s average hashrate for a single day falls below 50% of their average hashrate
established during the accumulation period, the miner will not receive their hashrate
bonus for that day.

●

If a miner’s daily average hashrate falls below 50% of their average hashrate from the
accumulation accumulation period for more than 48 consecutive hours, the miner’s
hashrate bonus will be permanently reduced by 10%.

●

The miner’s bonus with continue to be reduced by 10% every 48 hours until their
hashrate increases to above 50% of their average hashrate from the accumulation
period.

Additional details
●

By participating in the HashRace or accepting to receive the bonus offered, you agree
to the terms and conditions herein and the Bitcoin.com Terms of Use.

●

Bitcoin.com reserves the right to void any bonuses obtained by breaking the bonus
terms and conditions or any other fraudulent behavior.

●

In case of any dispute, the decision taken by Bitoin.com management is final.

●

Bitcoin.com reserves the right to amend, add, or remove any of the bonus/promotional
details and terms and conditions.

